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WELCOME TO GONDRAND BELGIUM

International forwarding and logistics - since 1866

MORE PERFORMANCE – MORE SUCCESS

Strong customer focus with high quality standards & state-of-the-art technology

Get to know us!

It is our aim to create a long-term trusting relationship
Foundation: 1866

Head Office: Van Kerckhovenstraat 117 • 2880 BORNEM

Warehouses: 31000 m² with racks, cross dock and storage area's, 54 docks

Capital Stock: 9,9 million €

Employees: 80+

Offices: 5 in Belgium
Gondrand accompanies you everywhere - personally

Since 1866. Domestic and worldwide. One-stop service.

Employees worldwide: 1000+

Offices worldwide: 100+

Logistics experience in years: 153

Warehouses worldwide: 56
AIR FREIGHT
On a leap from continent to continent

PROJECT CARGO
Customized heavy lift solutions

SEA FREIGHT
Connecting oceans. On the right course

ROAD FREIGHT
Efficient logistics solutions

CUSTOMS
Our expertise. Your advantage

LOGISTICS
We create added value
AIR FREIGHT - ON A LEAP FROM CONTINENT TO CONTINENT

Excellent service around the globe. Gondrand provides punctual and dedicated air transportation. We book your cargo onto the first available flight. Speed combined with expertise.

PERFORMANCE MODUL

- Direct flights
- Consolidation
- Door to door
- Air - sea
- Part- and full charter
- Cross trade
- Air security checking
- On board courier
- Hazardous goods
- Customs formalities
- Transport insurance
- IATA Licensed

We are committed to transparency and predictability.
SEA FREIGHT – CONNECTING OCEANS. ON THE RIGHT COURSE

Carrier contracts and a comprehensive worldwide agent network enables us to be your perfect partner for all your sea freight needs.

PERFORMANCE MODUL

- ✔ FCL / LCL - Service
- ✔ Consolidation
- ✔ Door to door
- ✔ Container stuffing
- ✔ Part- and full charter
- ✔ Cross trade
- ✔ Projects
- ✔ NVOCC
- ✔ Hazardous cargo
- ✔ Customs formalities
- ✔ Marine cargo insurance
- ✔ Track & Trace

Our sea freight professionals leverage their vast experience to manage our customers supply chain safely and efficiently.
CUSTOMS – OUR EXPERTISE. YOUR ADVANTAGE

International trade is complex and fascinating at the same time. By complying with European laws and regulations we can provide you with a beneficial added value.

PERFORMANCE MODUL

- Approval of customs procedures
- ATLAS
- Customs clearance
- Bonded transports
- Bonded storage
- Carnet ATA
- Temporary imports
- VAT - registration
- Temporary exports
- Fiscal representation
- Export customs
- AEO application

Decades of experience in the execution of customs formalities. Gondrand provides you with a surplus value.

Our expertise. Your advantage
PROJECT CARGO – CUSTOMIZED HEAVY LIFT SOLUTIONS

We take care of the entire planning and execution of your projects - up to your dedicated factory site or point of destination. One-stop service in projects – our commitment.

PERFORMANCE MODUL

- Heavy lift solutions by road, sea or air
- Route planning
- Licensing procedure
- On site support

- Storage and crating
- SCM and status report
- Customs clearance
- Material management

- Part- and full charter
- Transport insurance

Gondrand stands for projects without limits. Our project experts are at your disposal.
ROAD FREIGHT – PAN-EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTION

Full loads or consolidated freight, ranging from ADR through fabrics or the most delicate glassware — at Gondrand we pick the most appropriate mode of transportation.

PERFORMANCE MODUL

- Regular FTL and LTL
- Road - sea
- One-Stop service with planning and scheduling
- Cash on delivery
- Heavy lift
- Transport insurance
- Track & Trace
- Hazardous goods
- Licensing procedure & customs clearance
- Distribution logistics
- Hanging garments

Boost your success with our expertise in planning developing and realizing ideal processes within your supply chain.
LOGISTICS – VALUE ADDED SERVICE ACROSS THE BOARD

Our team stands for comprehensive know-how and integral thinking along the supply chain. One-stop service combined with strong customer focus is our engagement.

PERFORMANCE MODUL

- Distribution logistics
- 31,000 m² whs space
- Value added service
- Bonded storage
- Hazardous cargo
- Pick & Pack
- Order status
- EDI solutions
- Reverse logistics
- Track & trace
- Registered operator
- Logistics consulting

Logistics is our commitment to the needs of our customers when it comes to complex integrated concepts along any supply chain.
CERTIFIED LOGISTICS

Service means a lot more than routine handling of logistics.

ISO 9001, ISO 14001 CERTIFIED

WIN
worldwide independent network
Local Focus - Global Capability

AEO

IATA
GONDRAND BELGIUM - LOCATIONS

Get in touch with our team. We look forward to receiving your enquiry.

**ANTWERP**
Noorderlaan 119
2030 ANTWERP
Port E.V.G: + 32 475 420 134
info-antwerp@gondrand.be

**BORNEM HEAD OFFICE**
C. Van Kerckhovenstraat 117
2880 BORNEM
Port E.V.G: + 32 475 420 134
info-bornem@gondrand.be

**LIEGE**
Rue de l'Expansion 2/1
4460 Grâce-Hollonge
Port NM: +32 494 378 641
info-liege@gondrand.be

**NIVELLES**
Rue de l'Industrie 21
B - 1400 Nivelles
Port E.V.G: +32 67 883 291
Accises.Nivelles@gondrand.be

**ZAVENTEM**
BZ Machelen Cargo 728
1830 MACHELEN
Port E.V.G: + 32 475 420 134
info-zaventem@gondrand.be
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

GONDRAND

HEAD OFFICE BORNEM
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